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In short, its expensive to make a movie and a lot of money needs to be earned in return. When box-office success proves to be elusive, its difficult to convince the studios that money will be made by trying to fight piracy. Copyrights get set aside or shelved, but that doesnt mean that the proverbial day is over for Bollywood, or for independent filmmakers worldwide. This battle, which isnt new, has been called a war and a constant one, and its a battle that continues to play out. Information about pirated content is usually relayed to content holders through a process known as IP-address correspondence , and it usually involves subpoenaing service providers, who are required to hand over the personal details of the person responsible for a particular IP address. These details, including a person’s name, email
address, physical address, phone number, and possibly home and work IP address, can be used by copyright holders to seek out legal action, as well as pressure ISPs to terminate the accounts of suspected torrent users. ISPs can also contact the person directly if they believe that they have obtained the personal information of someone else. To access these files, a torrent client needs a tracker server through which users can announce that they have uploaded or downloaded files. These are also known as, supernodes. The tracker is basically responsible for keeping track of what files are available and who can connect to them. In a BitTorrent torrent network, the tracker is generally the first host a computer connects to after downloading the file, which is why it is a very important part of the system. The more

trackers that exist, the larger the torrent. There are two types of trackers: open and private.
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